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A changing climate is driving increasingly common and prolonged marine heatwaves
(MHWs) and these extreme events have now been widely documented to severely
impact marine ecosystems globally. However, MHWs have rarely been considered
when examining temperature-induced degradation of coral reef ecosystems. Here we
consider extreme, localized thermal anomalies, nested within broader increases in sea
surface temperature, which fulfill the definitive criteria for MHWs. These acute and
intense events, referred to here as MHW hotspots, are not always well represented in
the current framework used to describe coral bleaching, but do have distinct ecological
outcomes, including widespread bleaching, and rapid mass mortality of putatively
thermally tolerant coral species. The physical drivers of these localized hotspots are
discussed here, and in doing so we present a comprehensive theoretical framework that
links the biological responses of the coral photo-endosymbiotic organism to extreme
thermal stress and ecological changes on reefs as a consequence of MHW hotspots.
We describe how the rapid onset of high temperatures drives immediate heat-stress
induced cellular damage, overwhelming mechanisms that would otherwise mitigate the
impact of gradually accumulated thermal stress. The warm environment, and increased
light penetration of the coral skeleton due to the loss of coral tissues, coupled with
coral tissue decay support rapid microbial growth in the skeletal microenvironment,
resulting in the widely unrecognized consequence of rapid decay, and degeneration of
the coral skeletons. This accelerated degeneration of coral skeletons on a reef scale
hinder the recovery of coral populations and increase the likelihood of phase shifts
toward algal dominance. We suggest that MHW hotspots, through driving rapid heat-
induced mortality, compromise reefs’ structural frameworks to the detriment of long term
recovery. We propose that MHW hotspots be considered as a distinct class of thermal
stress events in coral reefs, and that the current framework used to describe coral
bleaching and mass mortality be expanded to include these. We urge further research
into how coral mortality affects bioerosion by coral endoliths.
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CORAL BLEACHING AND THE
EMERGENCE OF MARINE HEATWAVES

It has now been well established that warming oceans
compromise the symbiotic relationship that hard corals
share with single-celled dinoflagellates known as zooxanthellae
(Symbiodiniaceae, Suessiales) (Muscatine and Porter, 1977;
LaJeunesse et al., 2018). Normally, the zooxanthellae that
reside within corals’ gastrodermal tissue fix carbon through
photosynthesis and thereby support the growth and survival of
tropical corals (Muscatine and Porter, 1977). The sugars and
other organics produced through photosynthesis are translocated
to the coral host, meeting its metabolic requirements in the
nutrient-poor waters that most corals inhabit (Muscatine
and Porter, 1977; Yellowlees et al., 2008). However, when the
temperature of the surrounding seawater increases beyond what
can be tolerated by the coral host and/or algal symbiont, cellular
dysfunction disrupts this symbiosis (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). As
the partnership breaks down, the coral colony goes white, due to
a loss of symbionts and/or a degradation of their pigments which
leaves the coral skeleton visible through the now transparent, and
symbiont-depleted host tissues (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). This
phenomenon is therefore known as coral bleaching (Table 1)
and generally reduces the survivorship of corals during times of
environmental stress (Grottoli et al., 2006; Anthony et al., 2009).

In the last 20 years, the prevalence and intensity of mass
coral bleaching events triggered by anomalously warm SSTs
has increased (Heron et al., 2016; Frolicher and Laufkotter,
2018; Hughes et al., 2018a). For example, on the GBR mass
coral bleaching was observed in 1998, 2002, and 2015–2017
(Berkelmans et al., 2004; Heron et al., 2016; Hughes et al.,
2017). Comparisons of the 1998, 2002, and 2015–2017 bleaching
events highlighted the unprecedented scale and severity of
the most recent event which affected nearly two-thirds of the
2,300 km long system (Hughes et al., 2017). This was driven
by an increase in the relative proportion of individual reefs
experiencing severe thermal stress (Hughes et al., 2017). These
observations are reflective of the global trend in the intensity of
coral bleaching events throughout the Anthropocene (Hughes
et al., 2018a). The intensity and frequency of marine heatwaves
(MHWs) in the same time period has also increased (Oliver
et al., 2018). MHWs have recently been defined as a period in
which the water temperature is above the 90th percentile for
that area’s historical conditions for five or more days, where
the climatological threshold is a time-of-year dependent 11-day
shifting window (Hobday et al., 2016). MHWs represent the
most extreme and “rare” incidences of thermal stress relative
to a season-dependent historical baseline (Hobday et al., 2016).
However, this definition has only recently been applied, for the
first time, to the study of coral bleaching events (Smale et al.,
2019) though this considered the annual accumulation of MHW
days rather than individual events.

For over two decades, the degree heating week (DHW)
product of the NOAA Coral Reef Watch (Liu et al., 2017)
has been the standard metric for measuring, comparing
and predicting accumulated heat stress, referenced to the
historically warmest time of the year (“summertime”) in coral

reef environments. DHWs represent the duration of thermal
anomalies experienced by corals, accumulated across a three
month period (Liu et al., 2005). In this instance, positive
temperature anomalies are calculated above the maximum of
the monthly mean (MMM) threshold, which is the temperature
of the climatologically warmest month for an area (Heron
et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017). When DHW values reach 4◦C-
weeks, coral reefs are predicted to experience mild bleaching,
while greater than 8◦C-weeks has been associated with severe
bleaching and widespread mortality (Liu et al., 2005). DHWs
allow for the broad tracking of the accumulation of heat
in a water body over a relatively long time frame and can
be used to infer some physiological heat stress responses
(Liu et al., 2005).

The degree heating week approach, while powerful, has not
always detected intense, acute events that are able to cause
significant coral bleaching, particularly those that are spatially
restricted (Weeks et al., 2008; Bainbridge, 2017; DeCarlo et al.,
2017). For example, intense heating in the southern GBR in
2006 caused bleaching in more than 90% of surveyed corals in
the Keppel Islands (Weeks et al., 2008) but was insufficient to
trigger alerts when relying solely upon the DHW approach due to
ocean heating occurring earlier than usual outside of the summer
season. Likewise, extreme heating in 2015 on the Dongsha Atoll
drove temperatures to 6◦C above the climatological mean and the
mass mortality of 40% of the local coral population was observed
(DeCarlo et al., 2017). The short-lived and localized nature of the
heating meant large-scale satellite monitoring did not capture the
event and alert systems failed due to a reliance on accumulation of
heat over extended periods, which did not occur. In this case the
rapid onset of warming within less than a week and persistence
of these high temperatures for more than 5 days (DeCarlo et al.,
2017) would qualify the event as a MHW (Hobday et al., 2016).
Similarly, the peak of thermal stress on Thursday Island during
the 2016 mass bleaching event was not accurately represented
when using traditional remote sensing techniques (Bainbridge,
2017). Temperatures increased from the climatological baseline
to well above the 99th percentile within less than a month, and
this persisted for 11 days (Bainbridge, 2017), qualifying the event
as a strong MHW (Hobday et al., 2018). While the accumulated
thermal stress in this area eventually peaked at 14◦C-weeks in
mid-May, this was almost 2 months after the occurrence of
the majority of mass mortality (Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Authority, 2016; Hoogenboom et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2017).

Marine heatwaves do not always translate into a meaningful
value for DHWs, and this is particularly relevant when predicting
the ecological and physiological outcomes of these events. During
the 2011 massive thermal anomaly off the coast of Western
Australia, ≥16◦C-weeks was recorded across approximately
1200 km along the coast (Moore et al., 2012). The most
intense heating, around the Houtman Abrolhos Islands, was
also represented by a 95-day MHW (Hobday et al., 2016) and
triggered mass coral bleaching (Smale and Wernberg, 2012).
Here, a new “extreme” category of DHWs might complement the
existing “mild” and “severe” thresholds and serve to represent
MHWs. However, acute and intense summertime MHWs can
occur independently of high corresponding DHW values. For
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TABLE 1 | Common and key terms, and their definitions, used in this review.

Term Definition Source

Acclimatization The behavioral or physiological changes of an organism to increase the endurance of or reduce the
source of cellular stress arising from changes in the environment

Bowler, 2005

Antioxidants A class of enzymes or compounds that scavenge reactive oxygen species (see below) and so
prevent cellular oxidative stress. The following are commonly studied in the context of coral
bleaching: superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione reductase (GR), ascorbate peroxidase (APX),
catalase (CAT), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

Krueger et al., 2014, 2015;
Roberty et al., 2015; Gardner
et al., 2017

Coral bleaching The disassociation between corals and their colored endosymbiotic algae due to cellular stress,
resulting in a characteristic white appearance. Commonly a result of thermal stress. When this is
driven by light stress only, it is referred to as photo-bleaching

Lesser, 1997

Degree heating weeks A measure of heat stress combining the effects of magnitude and duration of SST that exceeds the
expected summertime conditions (MMM), accumulated across a rolling 12-week period

Liu et al., 2005

Endolithic microborers Microbial, boring organisms living within rocks, shells, and coral skeletons Tribollet, 2008b

Marine heatwaves
(MHWs)

A period of ≥5 days wherein the temperature is above the 90th percentile of historically observed
values for that location for that time of year

Hobday et al., 2016

MHW hotspots Localized thermal extremes nested within regional SST anomalies that are not accurately
represented using the DHW framework, but fulfil the above criteria for an MHW

This review

Mass mortality An ill-defined term. Previously used to described mortality prevalence of greater than 30% Hughes et al., 2017

Maximum of the
monthly mean (MMM)

The location-specific SST representative of expected summertime conditions, determined as the
warmest monthly climatological SST with a baseline period in the late 1980s

Liu et al., 2014

Microbioerosion (corals) Chemical dissolution of aragonite skeleton by endolithic microborers Tribollet, 2008b

Phase shift Shifts between alternative stable states of an ecosystem. In coral reefs, this is typically between
coral- and algal-dominated benthos

Idjadi et al., 2006

Reactive oxygen
species (ROS)

Oxygen radicals produced as by-products of photosynthesis and respiration, with the potential to
damage lipids, proteins and DNA: superoxide (O2

−), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), singlet oxygen
(1O2), and hydroxyl (OH−)

Murphy, 2009

Sea surface
temperature (SST)
anomalies

The variation in SST from what is expected to occur at each location at the specific time of year.
Expected values are typically defined using a long-term climatology

Liu et al., 2005

example, at the peak of the MHW on Thursday Island in
2016 the corresponding DHW value was approximately six
(Bainbridge, 2017). In the same study, water temperatures
around Lizard Island were recorded as increasing to around the
95th climatological percentile, where they remained for 9 days
(Bainbridge, 2017). A corresponding DHW value of 4◦C-weeks
would predict mild coral bleaching, in stark contrast to the
observed extent and severity of coral bleaching and mortality
around Lizard Island (Hoogenboom et al., 2017; Hughes et al.,
2017). Using the online Marine Heatwave Tracker1 (Schlegel,
2018), this same event is categorized as a “II Strong” MHW using
the classification system proposed by Hobday et al. (2018).

In addition to the improved detection of short-lived, intense
thermal anomalies, the application of the MHW criteria also
allows us to consider thermal stress outside of summer months.
As the accumulation of DHWs is based on the exceedance
of summertime maxima, this limits application to this season.
Yet there is evidence that thermal stress outside of this period
can have significant impacts on marine environments and
are captured using season-dependent shifting climatological
baselines (Weeks et al., 2008; Hobday et al., 2016, 2018). But while
it is known that cold temperatures can lead to cold water coral
bleaching (Hoegh-Guldberg and Fine, 2004; Lirman et al., 2011),
as yet we have little information on the effects of positive winter
anomalies on corals. Berkelmans and Willis (1999) examined

1http://www.marineheatwaves.org/tracker

seasonal changes in bleaching thresholds for the coral Pocillopora
damicornis and found the thresholds decreased by only 1◦C from
summer to winter, suggesting that seasonal acclimatization may
not reduce thresholds to such an extent that winter bleaching
will occur during a winter MHW. There is, however, evidence
that water temperatures in the winter can affect coral disease
progression and susceptibility. Sato et al. (2009) identified a
correlation between lower winter temperatures and the lower
infectivity and progression in black band disease while a large
scale temporal analysis by Heron et al. (2010) found that
mild winters (i.e., neither anomalously hot or cold) frequently
preceded outbreaks of coral white syndrome in the following
year. The observation that disease outbreaks did not generally
follow warmer winters suggest that winter MHWs have the
capacity to significantly influence coral physiology in the long
term. This is an important area for future exploration given that
coral tissue biomass is higher in the winter and early spring
(Fitt et al., 2000) and influences coral bleaching responses (Fitt
et al., 2009). These periods are likely important for resource
provisioning leading into coral spawning and summertime.

Examining thermal stress in coral reef environments using a
MHW approach can therefore add a new dimension to how we
understand, detect and measure coral bleaching and mortality
events to the benefit of our present alert systems. The cases
outlined here demonstrate firstly that extreme and small scale
coral bleaching and mortality events, which do not accumulate
DHWs above thresholds needed to trigger alerts, can be identified
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using MHW criteria. When used in conjunction with DHWs, this
may improve our ability to predict fine scale ecological patterns
during mass coral bleaching events. Secondly, that mismatches
between low DHW values and severe ecological degradation
can be reconciled by applying MHW criteria in explaining
causative factors of mass coral mortality. This evidence provides
a means to improve the accuracy of our predictions of the
responses of reef communities when these values are considered
alongside an understanding of the biological responses to the
thermal conditions. It is important to consider MHWs as acute,
intense events disparate from those characterized by chronic
heat accumulation, and independent of the existing DHW
scale. As summertime MHWs are often nested within broader
thermal anomalies, the term “MHW hotspots” as used in this

review represents the most extreme patches of thermal stress,
and the distinct ecological and physiological responses that
occur within these.

THE EVOLUTION OF MHW HOTSPOTS

Marine heatwaves hotspots are often the result of combined
regional heating and local weather patterns, which interact
to promote the rapid accumulation of heat (Skirving et al.,
2006; MacKellar and McGowan, 2010; Wernberg et al., 2012;
Bainbridge, 2017; DeCarlo et al., 2017). Abiotic factors that
influence these events include tidal cycles, calm winds, clear skies
and low water flow, which act to amplify regional thermal stress

FIGURE 1 | Conceptual diagram illustrating the confluence of environmental conditions that drive the rapid and intense heating in reef environments. Coral colony
graphics courtesy of the Integration and Application Network, University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science.
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on the scale of individual reefs (Figure 1; Skirving et al., 2006;
MacKellar and McGowan, 2010; Baird et al., 2017; Raymundo
et al., 2017; Burt et al., 2019). Potentially the most commonly
cited driver of thermal extremes in coral reef environments is a
drop in wind speed (Baird et al., 2009; Bainbridge, 2017; Burt
et al., 2019). Wind influences most components of the oceanic
heat budget (Figure 1; Talley et al., 2011; Lowe and Falter,
2014), in part through how it affects currents and wave action
(Davis et al., 2011; MacKellar et al., 2013). However, these latter
factors are not always forced by local wind patterns and can
have distinct effects upon heat accumulation and physiological
responses (Nakamura, 2010; Lentz et al., 2016). There is therefore
often a mismatch between the scale of a MHW hotspot and the
resolution of available satellite imagery, due to the influence of
these abiotic factors at the reef-scale. The confluence of these
physical drivers is physiologically significant for reef corals and
determines the severity of the bleaching process. High insolation
maximizes the heat and light stress experienced by corals, which
act synergistically to drive and exacerbate coral bleaching and
mass mortality in time frames directly related to the intensity of
environmental stress (Jones et al., 1998; Lesser and Farrell, 2004;
Skirving et al., 2017).

The highest potential for heat loss from a water body results
from evaporative cooling i.e., latent heat flux (Qe) (Figure 1;
Talley et al., 2011). Weller et al. (2008) attributed coral bleaching
on the GBR in 2001/2002 primarily to low wind and resultant
low evaporation. Indeed, evaporative cooling has been shown to
be strongly coupled to wind speed because of how this affects the
air-sea temperature difference (Wu et al., 2007; MacKellar and
McGowan, 2010; MacKellar et al., 2013; DeCarlo et al., 2017).
When wind speeds drop to negligible levels, evaporation quickly
leads to high humidity at the air-sea interface which reduces
the potential for further evaporative cooling (Wu et al., 2007;
Weller et al., 2008; MacKellar and McGowan, 2010). Additionally,
this increases the air’s heat capacity and promotes air-to-sea heat
transfer through sensible heat flux (Qh) (Figure 1; Weller et al.,
2008; DeCarlo et al., 2017). Reductions in wind speed often
precede increases in SSTs and a number of case studies have
identified a reduction in wind speed with subsequent increases
in humidity and heat accumulation. Two small scale bleaching
events, at Lee Stocking Island in 1990 (Smith, 2001) and on
the sub-tropical Heron Reef in 2009 (MacKellar and McGowan,
2010), linked a drop in wind speed below 3 ms−1 to an increase
in humidity and reduction in evaporative cooling. In the case
of the latter, the daytime maximum temperature increased to
>34◦C in a matter of days and caused short term coral bleaching
(MacKellar and McGowan, 2010). Similarly, the most extreme
temperatures recorded at a depth of 6.5 m by Burt et al. (2019),
in the southern Arabian Gulf, were strongly correlated with wind
speeds below a local threshold of 4 ms−1. These values, as well as
that identified by Bainbridge (2017) (2.8 ms−1), lend credence to
the threshold chosen by NOAA (3 ms−1) in defining doldrum-
like winds in relation to coral bleaching (Liu et al., 2012).

On a larger scale, a reduction in wind speed was linked to
widespread warming during the 2001/2002 mass bleaching event
on the GBR (Weller et al., 2008) and the 2015 thermal anomaly
in the South China Sea that underpinned the mass mortality

event on the Dongsha Atoll (DeCarlo et al., 2017). These studies
also identified increased air-to-sea sensible heat flux resulting
from increases in humidity. In the converse scenario, strong
winds promote cooling and are able to reduce temperatures by
several degrees, especially at night (MacKellar et al., 2013). This is
thought to be an important cellular recovery period after damage
sustained by daytime maxima (Roberty et al., 2015). Thus,
negligible wind speeds and associated rapid heat accumulation
not only increases daytime heat stress but also possibly reduces
the potential for night-time recovery.

Accompanying doldrum-like wind speeds is a reduction in
sea surface turbulence which would otherwise promote cooling.
A flat ocean surface acts as a viscous boundary layer at the air-
sea interface and significantly limits sea-to-air heat flux (Moum
and Smyth, 2001; Grant and Belcher, 2011). This promotes the
accumulation of heat in surface waters and thermal stratification
in the water column (Van Hooidonk et al., 2013; Lowe and
Falter, 2014; Zhang et al., 2016). Exacerbating this effect, flat
seas generate little to no downwelling (Moum and Smyth, 2001).
In contrast, strong winds generate shear-induced turbulence at
the air-sea interface which leads to small pockets of cool water
that sink down through the upper layer (Moum and Smyth,
2001; Grant and Belcher, 2011). This downwelling destabilizes
a stratified water column and aids in distributing heat from
insolation away from surface waters (Figure 1; Moum and Smyth,
2001; Lowe and Falter, 2014). A lack of wind-generated wave
action therefore promotes a positive feedback loop in which heat
accumulation stabilizes thermal strata which in turn allows for
a greater heat load in surface waters (Figure 1). Oceanic swell
can generate wave-related surface cooling independent of wind
conditions; however, the rapid dissipation of wave energy by fore
reef environments limits the spatial extent of this mechanism
(Lowe and Falter, 2014). Wind-driven turbulence, on the other
hand, can extend into reef lagoons, and cause significant cooling
by vertical mixing (MacKellar et al., 2013).

A lack of wind forcing and wave action often results in low
levels of water circulation and heat exchange with the open
ocean (Davis et al., 2011; Lentz et al., 2016; DeCarlo et al.,
2017). Advection (i.e., horizontal water movement, Qv), or a
lack thereof, has been proposed as a key determinant of the
accumulation of heat on coral reefs (Figure 1; MacKellar et al.,
2013; Lowe and Falter, 2014). Flushing reefs with cool water from
deeper surroundings can lower daytime maximum temperatures
and reduce diurnal variation (Davis et al., 2011; MacKellar et al.,
2013; DeCarlo et al., 2017). Additionally, currents have been
shown to promote vertical mixing independent of wave-driven
down-flow (DiMassa et al., 2010). Circulation is controlled by
surface wind-driven currents (Lowe and Falter, 2014), waves
(Lentz et al., 2016), and tidal cycles (MacKellar et al., 2013).
The more sheltered the reef environment, the more dependent
it is upon circulation driven by wind and wind-generated waves
(Davis et al., 2011; Lentz et al., 2016). In MHW hotspots, the
lack of wind and waves therefore limits circulation and advective
cooling (DeCarlo et al., 2017; Van Wynsberge et al., 2017). As
a result, water has high residency time, pools over the reef
and heats up rapidly (DeCarlo et al., 2017; Van Wynsberge
et al., 2017). Tidal flushing can, in some cases, offset heat
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accumulation considerably (MacKellar and McGowan, 2010;
Lowe and Falter, 2014) while neap tides and weak intertidal
currents have been identified as causal factors for intense heating
(DeCarlo et al., 2017). Conversely, mass mortality has also been
associated with large spring tides during regional low-stand
periods that drove increased subaerial exposure (Raymundo
et al., 2017). Therefore, the effect of tidal cycles on coral bleaching
and mortality is likely to be highly dependent upon a reef ’s
bathymetry and tidal range.

Doldrum-like winds and the associated physical outcomes
are often representative of broad areas of high atmospheric
pressure (MacKellar and McGowan, 2010; Bainbridge, 2017;
Couch et al., 2017). The consequence is increased solar irradiance
(QS) (Figure 1), which is the primary source of heat input on
coral reefs, and has been linked to the rapid onset of thermal
stress (Davis et al., 2011; MacKellar et al., 2013; DeCarlo et al.,
2017). High irradiance is also a primary source of stress as it
drives oxidative stress in symbiotic algae through the production
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Jones et al., 1998; Hoegh-
Guldberg, 1999; Krug et al., 2013). The effect of high cloud
cover in reducing coral bleaching intensity is well documented
(Berkelmans et al., 2004; Zelinka and Hartmann, 2010; Hughes
et al., 2017), particularly when tropical cyclones pass over coral
reefs, and simultaneously cool surface waters through wind
exposure (Manzello et al., 2007; Carrigan and Puotinen, 2011).
Water column stratification can increase light stress by reducing
light attenuation of suspended particulates (through absorption
and/or backscatter) in the surface layers (Manzello et al., 2004;
Zepp et al., 2008). The opposite effect (i.e., suspended particulates
reducing light stress) is apparent when we observe high coral
bleaching tolerance on turbid inshore reefs compared to offshore
reefs with high water clarity (Morgan et al., 2017). Additionally,
flat seas minimize light scattering through surface turbulence
and so maximize the intensity of light experience by corals and
their symbionts. Combined with the high accumulation of heat,
increased light is able to rapidly overcome corals’ mechanisms of
physiological resilience in short time frames.

ECOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF
MHW HOTSPOTS

The impact of MHW hotspots on coral populations can be
ecologically distinct from what is understood of traditional
bleaching events. The first compelling evidence for MHW
hotspots leading to distinct ecological outcomes, is that they
cause widespread bleaching and mortality in corals that would
normally be categorized as thermally tolerant “winners” during
milder events (Loya et al., 2001; Hoogenboom et al., 2017;
Hughes et al., 2018b). In their study of the Dongsha Atoll,
DeCarlo et al. (2017) used coral cores of a thermally tolerant
Porites sp. to examine historical bleaching in the reef lagoon.
In the previous 100 years, no more than 50% of the population
had bleached during any one event (DeCarlo et al., 2017). In
contrast, 100% of this species bleached during the acute 2015
event where temperatures peaked at 6◦C over the climatological
mean (DeCarlo et al., 2017). In a similar case, Hoogenboom

et al. (2017) examined the responses of Acroporids during
the extreme 2016 anomaly on Lizard Island. The authors
highlighted how species that exhibited high thermal tolerance
during previous mass bleaching events on the GBR in 1998 and
2002 experienced widespread and indiscriminate bleaching in
mid-to-late March (Hoogenboom et al., 2017). This coincided
with the temperatures spiking above the 95th climatological
percentile (Bainbridge, 2017). The ability for extreme, acute
thermal stress to overcome the protective mechanisms of
otherwise heat tolerant species was also evident in regions
where corals have adapted to naturally extreme environments.
Corals in the Arabian Gulf have some of the highest bleaching
thresholds, partly due to the selective pressure of maximum
summer temperatures exceeding 34◦C annually (Riegl et al.,
2011). Between August and September 2017, these thermally
tolerant coral populations experienced mass bleaching and
mortality following up to 20 consecutive days above their
lethal threshold of 35.5◦C, less than two degrees Celsius above
the climatological summertime maximum (Shuail et al., 2016;
Burt et al., 2019). Even in the context of this naturally
warm environment, the non-selective bleaching of thermally
tolerant coral populations was considered unusual and extreme
(Burt et al., 2019). Similarly, during the 2014–2017 global
coral bleaching event (Eakin et al., 2017), mass bleaching of
thermally tolerant corals in the southern Kimberley region
of northwestern Australia was observed (Le Nohaïc et al.,
2017). This population is considered to be relatively resistant
to climatic extremes (Schoepf et al., 2015) and indeed this
was the first recorded instance of coral bleaching at these
extreme, inshore reefs (Gilmour et al., 2019). However, while
heat stress of 11.4◦C-weeks drove this extreme response, further
north reefs exposed to 14.8◦C -weeks showed little to no
bleaching (Gilmour et al., 2019). This supports the notion that
DHWs are not accurately predicting ecological responses during
these extreme events.

Finally, the rate of heating during a MHW hotspot can drive
uncharacteristically rapid onset of bleaching and mortality. For
example, water temperatures in the Keppel Islands, 2006, reached
summertime maxima in December as opposed to February which
would normally be the result of long-term accumulation of heat
(Weeks et al., 2008). By mid-January, between 77 and 95% of
coral colonies exhibited bleaching (Diaz-Pulido et al., 2009) due
to both the rate and seasonal timing of heat accumulation (Weeks
et al., 2008). During the 2016 event on Lizard Island, healthy
coral-dominated reefs transitioned through mass bleaching
and mortality to algal-domination in approximately 6 weeks
(Hoogenboom et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2017). This timeline
is remarkably similar to that recorded on the Dongsha Atoll,
where mass mortality occurred in less than 6 weeks (DeCarlo
et al., 2017). The accelerated rate of mortality associated with the
rapid accumulation of heat is further exemplified by observations
of coral mortality in Iriomote 2 weeks after the initial onset
of thermal stress driven primarily by doldrum-like wind speeds
(Baird et al., 2017). These timescales are in contrast to normal
bleaching events, where coral bleaching typically occurs following
several months of heat stress (Weeks et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014).
In the most extreme examples, this accelerated heating can even
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lead to coral mortality without prior bleaching as observed on the
GBR in 2016 (Hughes et al., 2017). This is likely a combined result
of increased heat damage to coral host cells and higher in situ
degradation of symbionts observed during extreme thermal stress
(Strychar et al., 2004; Strychar and Sammarco, 2009).

These ecological observations of MHW hotspots overcoming
thermal tolerance and causing mass bleaching and/or mortality in
short time frames indicates that mechanisms usually associated

with coral acclimatization or resistance to high temperatures
are being overcome during these extreme events. Typical coral
bleaching events often result in the emergence of thermally
tolerant “winners” and thermally susceptible “losers” within a
coral reef community (Loya et al., 2001), selecting for those most
thermally tolerant coral species (see Table 2). When subjected
to extreme MHW hotspots however, the interspecific differences
in coral thermal tolerance that underpin this paradigm appear

TABLE 2 | Examples of coral genera and species reported to have high or low thermal tolerance.

GENUS SPECIES

Genus Tolerance Species Tolerance Location Source

Acropora spp. Low A. digitifera Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001; Van Woesik et al., 2004

A. gemmifera Low Okinawa, Japan Van Woesik et al., 2004

A. hyacinthus Low GBR, Aust. Baird and Marshall, 2002

A. millepora Low GBR, Aust. Baird and Marshall, 2002; Berkelmans and
Van Oppen, 2006

A. tenuis High GBR, Aust. Camp et al., 2018

Acropora sp. Low Mombasa, Kenya McClanahan et al., 2004

High GBR, Aust.

Agaricia spp. Low A. agaricites High Jamaica, Caribbean Fitt and Warner, 1995

A. lamarcki Low

Favites spp. High F. halicora High Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

Goniastrea spp. Low G. aspera High Okinawa, Japan;
Phuket, Thailand

Loya et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2014

G. pectinata High Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

Leptastrea spp. High L. purpurea High Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

L. transvera High Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

Montastrea spp. High M. annularis
(Orbicella annularis)

Low Jamaica, Caribbean Fitt and Warner, 1995

M. cavernosa High

Montipora spp. Low M. aequituberculata Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

M. digitata High GBR, Aust. Nitschke et al., 2018

Pavona spp. Low P. minuta High Okinawa, Japan Van Woesik et al., 2004

P. varians

P. clavus Low Phuket, Thailand Phongsuwan and Chansang, 2012

Platygyra spp. Low P. daedalea High GBR, Australia Baird and Marshall, 2002

P ryukuensis High Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

Pocillopora spp. Low P. damicornis Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

High Eilat, Red Sea Grottoli et al., 2017

P. verrucosa High Okinawa, Japan Van Woesik et al., 2004

Porites spp. High P. attenuata Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

P. cylindrica Low Loya et al., 2001

High Van Woesik et al., 2004

P. lutea High Phuket, Thailand Brown et al., 2014

P. nigriscens Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

Porites sp. Low Mombasa, Kenya McClanahan et al., 2004

High GBR, Aust.

Stylophora spp. Low S. pistillata Low Okinawa, Japan Loya et al., 2001

High Gulf of Aqaba, Red Sea Krueger et al., 2017

Genera-specific susceptibilities were defined according to the meta-analysis performed by Swain et al. (2016). The threshold used to distinguish high and low thermal
tolerance was set at the total sample median (23.17) of the Bleaching Response Indices calculated for the 374 taxa used in Swain et al. (2016). Individual species’
susceptibility is commonly defined by each taxon’s response to a natural bleaching event, and so is relative to the total community response to said event. Thermal
tolerance is influenced by location and environmental history, but shows taxon-specific consistency across locations (McClanahan et al., 2004; Swain et al., 2016).
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to be less important in shaping community responses, given
the extensive bleaching and mortality observed in putatively
tolerant coral species.

CORAL THERMAL STRESS RESPONSES
AND MHWS

Thermal stress events have a variety of impacts on the coral
photo-endosymbiotic organism. These range from sub-lethal
effects, which may reduce fitness, to mortality that is most
often associated with starvation due to the breakdown of the
coral-algal symbiosis (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Anthony et al.,
2009; Tables 1, 3). Coral species are generally described in
categories of thermal stress susceptibility, ranging from slow
growing species with massive growth forms, such as Porites spp.,
which have high tolerance to thermal stress to fast growing
branched species, such as Acropora spp., which are considered
to have low tolerance (Table 2). The thermal tolerance of a
species in a specific coral reef location is determined by a
complex interplay of factors. While there is some consistency
over large spatial scales (Table 2), the current and historical
environmental conditions at a particular reef drive intraspecific
physiological and morphological differences. These include:
characteristics of the corals growth form and skeletal phenotype
(massive vs. branching morphology) (Loya et al., 2001); capacity
for and extent of heterotrophic feeding (Grottoli et al., 2006);
dominant symbiont type (e.g., thermally tolerant clade D vs.
susceptible symbiont clade C) (Berkelmans and Van Oppen,
2006); acclimatization potential (Gates and Edmunds, 1999); and
adaptive tolerance to thermal stress (Coles and Brown, 2003).
There is a spectrum of traditional responses by the coral animal to
thermal stress, ranging from short-lived photobleaching, where
photosynthetic efficiency is reduced often accompanied by a

reduction in photosynthetic pigments, and through to mortality
of the host animal from starvation (Table 3). This spectrum
has been used to model the future characteristics of reefs under
climate change scenarios under the assumption that, in general,
as thermal stress accumulates within an event corals progress
through each stage of this scale at different rates reflective of
the animals’ resilience and the severity of the stress (Donner
et al., 2005). This is generally consistent across different bleaching
events, although there are exceptions and there is mounting
evidence that animals’ resilience can be altered within one
generation due to acclimatization (Coles and Brown, 2003).
However, under conditions concomitant with a MHW hotspot,
this progression of the thermal bleaching response is no longer
evident. Instead, the responses typical of acclimatization (see
Table 4) are absent, corals exhibit signs of direct heat damage
and mortality can happen in a matter of days (Leggat et al.,
2019), potentially without prior bleaching (Hughes et al., 2017).
This is due to the intensity of these thermal stress events
overwhelming corals’ ability to cope in the short term, bypassing
the meta-organism’s bleaching process and instead resulting in
heat-induced mortality of the coral animal. This is a distinct
physiological outcome of extreme thermal stress compared to
how we traditionally consider bleaching-induced mortality (i.e.,
the progressive breakdown of symbiosis leading to mortality
from starvation).

While both the coral host and its symbiont are physiologically
challenged by the temperature stress associated with historical
coral bleaching events (Baird et al., 2009), the symbiont has
been considered as the more thermally sensitive partner in
the symbiosis (Jones et al., 1998; Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Krug
et al., 2013). This widely accepted understanding of coral
bleaching has driven substantial research into determining
the mechanisms underpinning damage to the endosymbiotic
photosystems, a process generally described as photo-bleaching

TABLE 3 | The range of ecological and physiological responses of corals to varying degrees of environmental stress.

Healthy Photo-bleaching Traditional thermal
bleaching, mild (i.e.,

DHW > 4)

Traditional thermal
bleaching, severe

(i.e., DHW > 8)

Summertime marine
heatwave, heat

damage

Damage to photosynthetic
pigments

× X X X X

Reduction in symbiont
density

× × X X X Highest

Whole colony bleaching
(>50% reduced symbiont
density)

× × X X X

Tissue damage × Polyps intact × Polyps intact × Polyps intact X Polyps possibly
damaged

X Polyps degraded

Cell death × × X Minimal X Widespread
apoptosis, starvation

X Widespread
necrosis, may precede

whitening

Colony recovery N/A X Fastest X X Slowest, tissue
re-modeling

×

Mass mortality × × × X Gradual, across
months

X Highest, rapid, within
weeks

Reef recovery N/A N/A X X Survival and
re-growth

X Slowest Recruitment
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TABLE 4 | Demonstrated acclamatory responses of coral host and/or symbiotic algal cells to thermal stress.

Cellular component Acclimatory response Source

Heat shock proteins (HSPs) Increased production and activity of molecular chaperones Hsp 60, 70, and 90
to ensure correct digestion of degraded proteins and folding of new proteins
within the Endoplasmic Reticulum. Core component of the Unfolded Protein
Response

Leggat et al., 2011; Rosic et al., 2011; Seveso
et al., 2014, 2016

Enzymatic antioxidants Increased production and activity of SOD, APX, CAT, GR, and DMSO (see
Table 1) in order to counter the accumulation of oxygen radicals and prevent
cellular damage

Krueger et al., 2014, 2015; Roberty et al.,
2015; Gardner et al., 2017

Non-enzymatic antioxidants Increased genetic expression of cytochrome P450 and heat shock proteins,
with putative antioxidant properties

Rosic et al., 2010

D1 repair and de novo
synthesis (symbiont)

Increased in situ repair and de novo synthesis of D1 reaction centre proteins
that are damaged during photoinhibition by combined high light and high
temperature

Takahashi et al., 2008, 2009, 2013; Hill et al.,
2011

Lipid membrane composition Composition shift toward higher saturation of Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids
(PUFAs) in the lipid membrane, to increase resistance to oxidative stress

Tchernov et al., 2004

Photoprotective proteins and
MAAs

Higher bio-synthesis of mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) and
photoprotective proteins in both coral host and algal symbiont

Dove, 2004; Banaszak et al., 2006; Dove and
Hoegh-Guldberg, 2006; Rosic and Dove, 2011

Non-photochemical quenching
(symbiont)

More de-epoxidation of xanthophyll pigments in order to dissipate excess
excitation energy

Hill et al., 2005; Middlebrook et al., 2010

Unfolded protein response Generalized response to the accumulation of degraded proteins. Acts to slow
and minimize errors in protein synthesis

Walter and Ron, 2011; Ruiz-Jones and
Palumbi, 2017; Traylor-Knowles et al., 2017

See Table 1 for antioxidant abbreviations.

or light stress-induced symbiosis breakdown. The prevailing
theory around the primary cause of coral bleaching is the
production of ROS following heat induced impairment to
photosynthesis within the symbiont (Table 1; Jones et al., 1998;
Takahashi et al., 2009), although mitochondrial damage in both
host and symbiont has also been implicated (Dunn et al.,
2012). ROS are natural products of the series of redox reactions
that form electron transport chains in both photosynthesis and
respiration (Eberhard et al., 2008; Murphy, 2009). There are
numerous ROS species generated through multiple molecular
pathways that have the potential to disrupt cellular homeostasis
through the oxidation of lipids, proteins and DNA (Table 1;
Lesser, 1997; Jones et al., 1998). As such, cells have evolved natural
antioxidant mechanisms to neutralize ROS and prevent oxidative
stress (see Table 4). For example, during thermal stress, there is an
increased production and activity of antioxidants in the symbiotic
algae, in response to the accumulation of ROS that arises from
the disruption to electron transport (Krueger et al., 2014, 2015;
Roberty et al., 2015).

Increased temperature is also characterized by higher
frequencies of apoptosis (cell death) and the upregulation of
cellular apoptotic pathways in the coral animal. Apoptosis is a
highly conserved evolutionary response (Quistad et al., 2014;
Moya et al., 2016) that has evolved to remove damaged cells
and prevent the further damage (Elmore, 2007). This is in
contrast to uncontrolled cell necrosis in which cells degrade,
swell and burst, to the detriment of neighboring cells (Elmore,
2007). Apoptosis has been observed to occur in both coral
and algal cells during the very early stages of thermal stress
(Dunn et al., 2004; Ainsworth et al., 2008, 2011; Strychar and
Sammarco, 2009) and initially is localized to the gastrodermal
cells that contain symbionts, suggesting that this is triggered
through the initial photo-bleaching stage of the bleaching

process (Ainsworth et al., 2008, 2011). While apoptosis is a stress
response to cellular damage that results in the removal of host
cells, this process increases the potential of the individual coral
colony to survive by maximizing resources for the surviving cells
and removing sources of ROS (Ainsworth et al., 2011; Tchernov
et al., 2011; Kvitt et al., 2016).

Upregulation of antioxidants, the apoptotic pathway and
other stress responses, such as increased heat shock protein
production for protein repair and replacement (Table 4; Walter
and Ron, 2011; Seveso et al., 2014; Ruiz-Jones and Palumbi,
2017), are evolutionary mechanisms designed to increased colony
survival during thermal stress. Together with species-specific
characteristics, such as tissue thickness, skeletal morphology
and feeding behavior, these mechanisms drive interspecific
variability in coral stress responses (through acclimatization) as
heat stress accumulates. Therefore, in canonical bleaching events
where summertime thermal stress drives coral bleaching after
several weeks to months, the meta-organism’s thermal tolerance
is directly determined by the cellular processes and species-
specific traits that underpin inherent thermal tolerance and the
potential for the induction of further protective mechanisms (i.e.,
acclimatization) (Coles and Brown, 2003; Bowler, 2005). These
processes ultimately drive differential interspecific responses to
thermal stress and thus determine how coral communities are
affected by coral bleaching events. Under the extreme conditions
of summertime MHW hotspots, this relationship between
temperature stress and bleaching susceptibility becomes less
clear as the severity undermines the capacity for acclimatization.
When exposed to sufficiently large and rapid onset temperature
anomalies, the induction of acclamatory mechanisms is bypassed
or impaired and inherent thermal tolerance is overwhelmed. The
hosts’ molecular and cellular responses to damage are either
inhibited or insufficient to repair the extent of damage as it
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occurs within the cells. For example, a uniformly sharp decline
in the activity of the antioxidant enzymes, glutathione reductase
(GR) and superoxide dismutase (SOD), was described following
exposure of zooxanthellae to 33◦C for 6 days, irrespective of
whether the symbiont was considered thermally tolerant or
susceptible (Krueger et al., 2014). A similar thermal exposure
(33.5◦C for 6 days) of the zooxanthellate sea anemone Aiptasia
also resulted in a reduced frequency of apoptosis but more
frequent necrosis in both host and symbiont (Dunn et al., 2004).
In the coral Seriatopora caliendrum, a collapse in the activity
of heat shock protein 60 was seen in just 18 h after a sudden
temperature increase to 33◦C (Seveso et al., 2016). This inhibition
of the apoptotic protective mechanism, in conjunction with
reduced antioxidation and cellular repair, indicates damage to,
or overwhelming of, cellular acclimatory mechanisms and the
rapid coral mortality of species with both high and low tolerance
indicates a failure of protective mechanisms to safeguard the
animal against heat-induced cell death. This scenario has
recently been observed in a number of locations where coral
mortality during extreme thermal stress is unrelated to historical
community responses (Schoepf et al., 2015; Baird et al., 2017;
DeCarlo et al., 2017; Hoogenboom et al., 2017; Le Nohaïc et al.,
2017). This evidence demonstrates that under severe and rapid
heating associated with MHW hotspots, the response of the coral
animal is distinct from how we currently define coral bleaching
and associated mortality.

POST-MORTALITY PROCESSES
FOLLOWING MHWS

Given that rapid and extensive cell (and thus colony) mortality
is a direct consequence of extreme thermal stress and occurs
in a distinct fashion, this suggests that post-mortality processes
on coral colonies may also be distinct. This is especially the
case when thermal stress conditions persist after rapid coral

mortality, which is likely given the short time frames in
which MHW hotspots can drive ecological degradation. Recent
evidence presented by Leggat et al. (2019) demonstrates that
extreme, rapid onset thermal stress, and the associated heat-
induced mortality, together with local oceanographic conditions
(doldrums, low water flow, and high light intensity) promote
rapid microbial bioerosion of coral skeletons by phototrophic
microbes, resulting in a degradation of reef structural frameworks
at rates hereto unprecedented (Table 5). The cause is the
microbial bloom formation of endolithic microborers, which
reside within the skeletons of living corals skeleton and
colonize newly exposed substrates (i.e., recently dead corals).
This study represents the first time that the effect of coral
mortality and thermal stress upon microbial bioerosion has
been investigated, and suggests that MHW hotspots have
an effect upon the physical reef structure, as well as the
biological community.

Endolithic phototrophic microbes are arguably the second
most significant bioeroders on coral reefs, after parrotfish
(Carreiro-Silva et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2014). Knowledge of
this microbial community is extremely limited, but it is already
recognized as able to undermine structural stability over longer
time frames (Tribollet, 2008a; Tribollet and Golubic, 2011;
Silbiger et al., 2015; Couch et al., 2017) and is considered an
important driver of reef-wide shifts toward net erosion (Perry and
Morgan, 2017). The evidence presented by Leggat et al. (2019)
changes how we currently understand the short- and long-term
consequences of thermal stress on a reef, though the processes
underlying this outcome remain to be elucidated (Figure 2).
Studies over longer time frames have shown that increased
light, temperature, pCO2 and nutrient load accelerate rates of
microbial bioerosion (Tribollet and Golubic, 2005; Carreiro-
Silva et al., 2009; Tribollet et al., 2009; Reyes-Nivia et al., 2013),
through promoting the growth of primarily endolithic eukaryotic
algae. The rapid mortality during a MHW hotspot represents a
rapid shift in conditions within the otherwise stable endolithic

TABLE 5 | Maximum rates of microbioerosion reported in the literature, in different substrates and under a variety of environmental or experimental conditions
(Leggat et al., 2019).

Substrate Environmental conditions Rate (g CaCO3 m−2 month−1) Source

Mollusc sediment Ambient, reef lagoon 29.2 Tudhope and Risk, 1985

Mollusc shell (Strombus gigas) Experimental inorganic nutrient enrichment, in situ 37.6 Carreiro-Silva et al., 2005

Mollusc shell (Strombus gigas) Experimental inorganic nutrient enrichment, in situ 33.2 Carreiro-Silva et al., 2009

Mollusc shell (Strombus gigas) Experimental inorganic nutrient enrichment, in situ 49.4 Carreiro-Silva et al., 2012

Mollusc shell (Tricadna sp.) Inshore reef subject to terrestrial discharge (river) 11.4 Mwachireya et al., 2018

Coral block (Porites sp.) Volcanically acidified reef (pCO2 = 502 µatm) 126.6 Enochs et al., 2016

Coral block (Porites sp.) Oligotrophic offshore reef (Osprey Reef) 111.7 Tribollet et al., 2002

Coral block (Porites sp.) Oligotrophic offshore reef (Osprey Reef) 112.5 Tribollet, 2008a

Coral block (Porites sp.) Experimental pCO2 increase, ex situ (pCO2 = 750
µatm)

39.0 Tribollet et al., 2009

Coral block (Porites sp.) Oligotrophic offshore reef (Osprey Reef) 116.7 Tribollet and Golubic, 2005

Micritic limestone Ambient, reef lagoon 43.3 Vogel et al., 2000

Coral block (Porites cylindrica) Experimental pCO2 + temperature increase, ex situ
(pCO2 = 1010 µatm; temp = control + 4◦C)

239.6 Reyes-Nivia et al., 2013

Coral colony fragment
(Acropora aspera)

Experimental, marine heatwave induced mortality
(DHW > 8)

1584 Leggat et al., 2019
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FIGURE 2 | Theoretical combination of abiotic and biotic changes during a marine heatwave that favor accelerated bioerosion by microbial endoliths.

microenvironment, changes to which the resident microbes can
rapidly acclimatize (Fine et al., 2004, 2005). Increased light
intensity, due to the loss of coral symbionts that otherwise
attenuate incoming irradiance, high water temperatures that
drive faster metabolism and growth, and a higher availability
of nitrogen through rapid tissue decomposition that supports
greater biomass, are all likely to play roles in driving increased
microbial bioerosion (Figure 2).

While there is evidence of MHW hotspots accelerating
microbioerosion, and a theoretical framework to support this,
what remains unclear is how microbioerosion is influenced by
less severe and/or rapid coral bleaching and mortality events.
During a canonical coral bleaching/mortality event, ecological
degradation evolves over a longer time frame compared to
MHW hotspot driven mass mortality as described above. This
has a number of possible implications for the process of
microbioerosion. Firstly, as coral mortality and the subsequent
bloom formation of phototrophic microbes is spatially more
patchy, these patches of algal overgrowth can more easily be
grazed down by reef herbivores. On the other hand, if a large
population of corals dies within a very short time frame then the
ensuing growth of microbial algae over a large area could exceed
rates of herbivory. This is especially true of endolithic algae
already living within coral skeletons (as opposed to colonizers)
that only excavating herbivores, such as parrotfish, are able to
graze upon (Clements et al., 2017).

Secondly, given that canonical coral mortality events tend to
occur toward the end of the summer season after months of heat
accumulation and stress, algal microborers are exposed to warm,

bright summer conditions for less time before the season ends.
In contrast, if a MHW hotspot causes mass mortality in the early
summer months [e.g., Weeks et al. (2008)] then microborers have
a full summer of ideal conditions for growth and bioerosion. We
emphasize here that the accelerated microbioerosion associated
with MHW hotspots is, as we currently understand it, an acute
effect. It is unknown whether these accelerated rates persist in the
long term, though the effects of rapid degradation in reducing
structural complexity are likely to persist given that this physical
characteristic of coral reefs is otherwise relatively stable over time
(Graham et al., 2015).

Finally, the extremity of physical conditions during MHW
hotspots that drive rapid ecological degradation would increase
the metabolism and growth of phototrophic microbes more so
than the comparatively milder conditions of canonical coral
mortality events. Together, these characteristics of MHW hotspot
driven mass mortality suggest that rapid erosion of the physical
reef framework is likely to be a product of extreme thermal
stress events, but further research into the effects of thermal
stress and coral mortality upon microbial bioerosion is needed
to support this.

Given the negative effect of MHW hotspots upon reef
structural complexity, we can expect this acute process to
affect the long term recovery of affected coral reefs. In our
current understanding of coral bleaching events, the recovery
of surviving bleached corals depends on the replenishment
of symbionts within the intact host, and the re-growth and
propagation of these “winners” drives reef-scale recovery.
Following events resulting in mass mortality, reef recovery
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depends upon successful larval recruitment (Idjadi et al., 2006;
Gilmour et al., 2013; Hock et al., 2017), and the suppression
of algal competition (Edmunds and Carpenter, 2001; Bellwood
et al., 2006; Hock et al., 2017). These factors together influence
the likelihood of an ecosystem-wide phase shift (Table 1) toward
an algal reef and an alteration to ecosystem function (Graham
et al., 2011, 2015; Stuart-Smith et al., 2018).

An important component of both successful recruitment and
the suppression of algal competition is the structural complexity
of the reef (Vergés et al., 2011; Coker et al., 2012; Harris et al.,
2018). For example, topographic complexity has been shown
to support higher abundances of settled larvae by presenting
more opportunity for refuge from predation (Coker et al., 2012;
Graham and Nash, 2013; Rogers et al., 2014). Similarly, herbivory
is a core driver of reef recovery (Bellwood et al., 2006; Graham
et al., 2011) and is promoted by structural complexity (Vergés
et al., 2011). Indeed, a loss of structural complexity can effectively
predict the probability of a coral-algal phase shift following mass
mortality (Graham et al., 2015), as well as the long term recovery
trajectory of coral populations (Robinson et al., 2019a) in part due
to concurrent changes in the composition of fish communities
(Graham et al., 2015; Robinson et al., 2019b) and the level of larval
recruitment (Gilmour et al., 2013; Graham et al., 2015).

The effect of MHW hotspots upon herbivore biomass
and abundance likely depends upon the examined functional
group and the time frame during which we consider changes.
In the short term, MHWs have been observed to result
in the mass mortality of benthic herbivores, which can be
significant grazers of turf and macroalgae (Garrabou et al., 2009;
Wernberg et al., 2012). A key example of this is the 2011
MHW in Western Australia which caused, in one location,
99% mortality in a herbivorous benthic gastropod (Smale
et al., 2017). Herbivorous fish often increase in abundance
in the months and years following thermal stress events
(Garrabou et al., 2009; Wernberg et al., 2012). However,
given the short time frames in which algal overgrowth and
coral-algal phase shifts are occuring during MHW hotspots
(<2 months) (DeCarlo et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2017),
this effect is either delayed with respect to the phototrophic
microbial bloom or insufficient to prevent rapid phase shifts.
In fact, in the long term, overall bioerosion may increase
in the months following a MHW hotspot due to a higher
relative and absolute abundance of excavating fish herbivores
(Pratchett et al., 2008; Stuart-Smith et al., 2018) which can
be the biggest source of bioerosion in reef environments
(Carreiro-Silva et al., 2005; Perry et al., 2014). The three-
way interaction between herbivory, microbioerosion and MHW
hotspots needs further investigation but we hypothesize that
short-term increases in microbioerosion may then be followed
by higher macrobioerosion by excavating fish. While a number

of questions remain to be resolved regarding this process, these
studies highlight the potential for MHW hotspots to impair long
term recovery by leading to a rapid degradation of structural
complexity (Figure 2).

CONCLUSION

Our current understanding of the responses of corals to thermal
stress, and our predictions of how they will respond in the future
are based upon historic bleaching events under which coral and
reef degradation is progressive as stress accumulates. However,
the emergence of summertime MHW hotspots, the extreme
nature of which have no historical counterparts, fundamentally
changes how we understand the consequences of climate change
in regards to corals reefs worldwide. They result in distinct
molecular, cellular and microbial responses, and drive rapid
large-scale coral mortality and decay in atypical timeframes.
These devastating impacts are occurring irrespective of historical
temperature and bleaching regimes, and the long-term ecological
consequences of these large-scale mortality events are only now
being documented. As such we propose that acute, intense
summertime MHW hotspots need to be recognized as a new
category of thermal stress event in coral reefs, distinct from the
canonical DHW scale that has historically been used to describe
bleaching-induced mortality in recent decades.
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